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Abstract
Deformable convolution, originally proposed for the adapta-
tion to geometric variations of objects, has recently shown
compelling performance in aligning multiple frames and is
increasingly adopted for video super-resolution. Despite its
remarkable performance, its underlying mechanism for align-
ment remains unclear. In this study, we carefully investigate
the relation between deformable alignment and the classic
flow-based alignment. We show that deformable convolution
can be decomposed into a combination of spatial warping and
convolution. This decomposition reveals the commonality of
deformable alignment and flow-based alignment in formula-
tion, but with a key difference in their offset diversity. We
further demonstrate through experiments that the increased
diversity in deformable alignment yields better-aligned fea-
tures, and hence significantly improves the quality of video
super-resolution output. Based on our observations, we pro-
pose an offset-fidelity loss that guides the offset learning
with optical flow. Experiments show that our loss success-
fully avoids the overflow of offsets and alleviates the instabil-
ity problem of deformable alignment. Aside from the contri-
butions to deformable alignment, our formulation inspires a
more flexible approach to introduce offset diversity to flow-
based alignment, improving its performance.
1 Introduction
Video super-resolution (SR) aims at recovering high-
resolution consecutive frames from their low-resolution
counterparts. The key challenge of video SR lies in the ef-
fective use of complementary details from adjacent frames,
which can be misaligned due to camera and object motions.
To establish inter-frame correspondence, early methods (Ca-
ballero et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2017; Sajjadi, Vemulapalli, and
Brown 2018; Tao et al. 2017; Xue et al. 2019) employ optical
flow for explicit frame alignment. They warp neighboring
frames to the reference one, and pass these images to Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for super-resolution. Re-
cent studies (Tian et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2019a,b) perform
the alignment operation implicitly via deformable convolu-
tion and show superior performance. For instance, the win-
ner of NTIRE 2019 video restoration challenges (Nah et al.
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2019b,c), EDVR (Wang et al. 2019b), significantly outper-
forms previous methods with coarse-to-fine deformable con-
volutions.
These two kinds of methods are generally regarded as or-
thogonal approaches and are developed independently. It is
of great interest to know (1) the relationship between ex-
plicit and implicit alignments, and (2) the source of improve-
ment brought by implicit modeling. As there are no related
works, we bridge the gap by exploring the intrinsic con-
nections of two representative methods – flow-based align-
ment (explicit alignment with optical flow) and deformable
alignment (implicit alignment with deformable convolu-
tion). Studying their relation not only helps us understand
the working mechanism of deformable alignment, but also
inspires a more general design of video SR approaches.
Deformable convolution (Dai et al. 2017; Zhu et al. 2019)
(DCN) is originally designed for spatial adaption in object
detection. The key idea is to displace the sampling loca-
tions of standard convolution by some learned offsets. When
DCN is applied in temporal alignment, the displaced ker-
nels on neighboring frames will be used to align interme-
diate features. On the face of it, this procedure is differ-
ent from flow-based methods, which align adjacent frames
by flow-warping. To reveal their relationship, we show that
deformable alignment can be formulated as a combination
of feature-level flow-warping and convolution. This intu-
itive decomposition indicates that these two kinds of align-
ment intrinsically share the same formulation but differ in
their offset diversity. Specifically, flow-based alignment only
learns one offset at each feature location, while deformable
alignment introduces multiple offsets, the number of which
is in proportion to the kernel size of DCN.
Under this relation, we systematically investigate the ef-
fects of offset diversity and gain two interesting insights.
First, the learned offsets in deformable alignment have sim-
ilar patterns as optical flow, suggesting that deformable and
flow-based alignments are strongly correlated in both con-
cepts and behaviors. Second, diverse offsets achieve better
restoration performance than a single offset. As different off-
sets are complementary to each other, they can effectively
alleviate the occlusion problem and reduce warping errors
caused by large motions. Figure 1 depicts the comparisons
















































Figure 1: The learned offsets in both flow-based alignment (#1) and deformable alignment (#2, #4) have similar patterns as
optical flow obtained using a deep learning-based optical flow estimator (Sun et al. 2018) (#3). The offset diversity allows
deformale alignment to learn complementary offsets (#4), which effectively alleviate the occulusion problem and reduce warp-
ing errors. As a result, the warped feature after deformable alignment (# 6) contains more details than that with flow-based
alignment (# 5) (see details of the car wheel).
With a more profound understanding of their relationship,
we decided to use the widely-adopted optical flow technique
to benefit the training of deformable convolution. It is known
that the training of deformable alignment is unstable and
the overflow of offsets could severely degrade the perfor-
mance (Wang et al. 2019b). We propose an offset-fidelity
loss that adopts optical flows to guide the offset learning
of DCN while preserving offset diversity. Our experiments
show that the proposed strategy successfully stabilizes the
training process of deformable alignment.
Apart from the contributions to deformable alignment,
our decomposition of DCN is also beneficial to flow-based
alignment approaches. Specifically, in our formulation, the
number of offsets is not necessarily equal to the square of
kernel size. Compared to deformable convolution, our for-
mulation provides a more flexible means for increasing off-
set diversity in flow-based alignment approaches.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) While
deformable alignment has been shown a compelling alter-
native to the conventional flow-based alignment for motion
compensation, its link with flow-based alignment is only su-
perficially discussed in the literature. This paper is the first
study that establishes the relationship between the two im-
portant concepts formally. (2) We systematically investigate
the benefits of offset diversity. We show that offset diversity
is the key factor for improving both the alignment accuracy
and SR performance. (3) Based on our studies, we propose
an offset-fidelity loss in deformable alignment to stabilize
training while preserving offset diversity. An improvement
of up to 1.7 dB is observed with our loss. (4) Our formu-
lation inspires a more flexible approach to increase offset
diversity in flow-based alignment methods.
2 Related Work
Different from single image SR (Dai et al. 2019; Dong et al.
2014; Haris, Shakhnarovich, and Ukita 2018; He et al. 2019;
Ledig et al. 2017; Lim et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2020; Mei et al.
2020; Wang et al. 2018b,a; Zhang et al. 2018; Zhang, Gool,
and Timofte 2020), an additional challenge of video SR (Dai
et al. 2015; Huang, Wang, and Wang 2015; Liu and Sun
2014; Takeda et al. 2009; Yi et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020; Isobe
et al. 2020a,b) is to align multiple frames for the construc-
tion of accurate correspondences. Based on whether opti-
cal flow is explicitly estimated, existing motion compensa-
tion approaches in video SR can be mainly divided into two
branches – explicit methods and implicit methods.
Most existing methods adopt an explicit motion compen-
sation approach. Earlier works of this approach (Kappeler
et al. 2016; Liao et al. 2015) first use a fixed and external
optical flow estimator to estimate the flow fields between
the reference and its neighboring frames, and then learn a
mapping from the flow-warped inputs to the high-resolution
output. Such two-stage methods are time-consuming and
tend to fail when the flow estimation is not accurate. Sev-
eral follow-up studies (Caballero et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2017;
Sajjadi, Vemulapalli, and Brown 2018; Tao et al. 2017; Xue
et al. 2019) incorporate the flow-estimation component into
the SR pipeline. For instance, TOFlow (Xue et al. 2019)
points out that the optimal flow is task-specific in video en-
hancement including video SR, and thus a trainable motion
estimation component is more effective than a fixed one.
Nevertheless, all these methods explicitly perform flow esti-
mation and warping in the image domain, which may intro-
duce artifacts around image structures (Tian et al. 2020).
Several recent methods perform motion compensation
implicitly and show superior performance. For instance,
DUF (Jo et al. 2018) learns an upsampling filter for each
pixel location, and a few other methods (Tian et al. 2020;
Wang et al. 2019a,b) incorporate deformable convolution
into motion compensation. Deformable convolution (Dai
et al. 2017) is capable of predicting additional offsets that
offer spatial flexibilities to a convolution kernel. This dif-
fers from a standard convolution, which is restricted to a
regular neighborhood. TDAN (Tian et al. 2020) applies de-
formable convolutions (Dai et al. 2017) for temporal align-
ment in video SR. Following the structure design in flow-
estimation methods (Dosovitskiy et al. 2015; Ranjan and
Black 2017; Sun et al. 2018), EDVR (Wang et al. 2019b)
adopts deformable alignment in a pyramid and cascading ar-
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(b) DCN Decomposition
Figure 2: Deformable convolution with a 3×3 kernel can be
decomposed into nine spatial warpings and one 3D convolu-
tion. Kernel weights are represented as w.
video SR.
Although deformable alignment and the classic flow-
based alignment look unconnected at first glance, they are
indeed highly related. In this study, we delve deep into the
connections between them. Based on our analyses, we pro-
pose an offset-fidelity loss to stabilize the training and im-
prove the performance of deformable alignment.
3 Unifying Deformable and Flow-Based
Alignments
3.1 Deformable Convolution Revisited
We start with a brief review of deformable convolution
(DCN) (Dai et al. 2017), which was originally proposed
to accommodate geometric variations of objects in the
tasks of object detection (Bertasius, Torresani, and Shi
2018) and image segmentation (Dai et al. 2017). Let pk
be the k-th sampling offset in a standard convolution
with kernel size n×n. For example, when n=3, we have
pk ∈{(−1,−1), (−1, 0), · · · , (1, 1)}. We denote the k-th
additional learned offset at location p + pk by ∆pk. A de-




w(pk) · x(p+ pk + ∆pk), (1)
where x and y represent the input and output features, re-
spectively. The kernel weights are denoted by w. As illus-
trated in Fig. 2(a), unlike standard convolution, a deformable
convolution has more flexible sampling locations. In prac-
tice, one can divide the C channel features into G groups of
features with C/G channels, and n2×G offsets are learned
for each spatial location. In DCNv2 (Zhu et al. 2019) a mod-
ulation mask is introduced to further strengthen the capabil-
ity in manipulating spatial support regions. A detailed anal-
ysis of the modulation mask is included in Sec. A.5.
3.2 Deformable Alignment
In video SR, it is crucial to establish correspondences be-
tween consecutive frames for detail extraction and fusion.
Recent studies (Tian et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2019a,b) go
beyond the traditional way of flow-warping and apply de-














Figure 3: Deformable alignment applies deformable convo-
lution to align neighboring features to the reference feature.
The offsets are predicted by a few convolutions with both the
reference and neighboring features as the inputs. The refer-
ence feature is used only to predict the offsets, and is not
directly involved in the convolution.
Let Ft and Ft+i be the intermediate features of the ref-
erence and neighboring frames, respectively. In deformable
alignment, a deformable convolution is used to align Ft+i to




w(pk) · Ft+i(p+ pk + ∆pk), (2)
where Fˆt+i represents the aligned feature. The offsets ∆pk
are predicted by a few convolutions with both Ft and Ft+i
as the inputs. The reference feature is used only to predict
the offsets, and is not directly involved in the convolution.
3.3 Relation between Deformable Alignment and
Flow-Based Alignment
There is an intuitive yet less obvious connection between
deformable and flow-based alignments. The connection is
rarely discussed in previous works. Instead of treating them
as orthogonal approaches, in this paper we unify these two
important concepts. Next, we discuss the connection be-
tween deformable alignment and flow-based alignment by
showing that DCN can be decomposed into spatial warping
and standard convolution.
Let x be the input feature, and pk +∆pk (k = 1, · · · , n2)
be the k-th offset for location p. Next, denote the feature
warped by the k-th offset by xk(p) = x(p + pk + ∆pk).




w(pk) · xk(p), (3)
which is equivalent to a 1×1×n2 standard 3D convolu-
tion. Hence, we see that a deformable convolution with ker-
nel size n×n is equivalent to n2 individual spatial warp-
ings followed by a standard 3D convolution with kernel size
1×1×n2. The illustration is shown in Fig. 2(b).
Remarks:
1. By replacing n2 with N∈N in Eqn. (3) , this decompo-
sition generalizes DCN by removing the constraint that
the number of offsets within each group must be equal to
n2. Therefore, in the remaining sections, we denote the
number of offsets per group by N .
2. By stacking the N warped features in the channel dimen-
sion, the 1×1×N 3D convolution can be implemented as
a 1×1 2D convolution. In other words, DCN is equiva-
lent toN separate spatial warpings followed by a 1×1 2D
convolution.
From Eqn. (3), we see that the special case of n=1 is
equivalent to a spatial warping followed by a 1×1 con-
volution. In the context of motion compensation, this
special case corresponds to a flow-based alignment. In other
words, deformable and flow-based alignments share the
same formulation but with a difference in the offset diversity.
Discussion. The aforementioned analysis leads to a few in-
teresting explorations:
1. Where does deformable alignment gain the extra perfor-
mance in comparison to flow-based alignment? The anal-
ysis points to offset diversity, and we verify this hypothe-
sis in our experiments in Sec. 4.
2. Is higher offset diversity always better? We demonstrate
in Sec. 4.2 that although the output quality increases with
offset diversity in general, a performance plateau is ob-
served when the number of offsets gets larger. Hence, in-
definitely increasing the number of offsets could lower the
efficiency of the model without significant performance
gain. In practice, one should balance the performance and
computational efficiency by choosing a suitable number
of offsets.
3. Can we increase the offset diversity of flow-based align-
ment? Unlike deformable alignment, where the number
of offsets must be equal to the square of kernel size,
our formulation generalizes deformable alignment with
an arbitrary number of offsets. As a result, it provides
a more flexible approach to introduce offset diversity to
flow-based alignment. We show in the experiments that
increasing offset diversity helps a flow-based network to
achieve better SR performance.
3.4 Offset-fidelity Loss
In this section, motivated by the decomposition shown in
Sec. 3.3, we demonstrate how optical flow can benefit de-
formable alignment through the newly proposed offset fi-
delity loss.
Due to its unclear offset interpretability, deformable align-
ment is usually trained from scratch with random initializa-
tions. With increased network capacities, the training of de-
formable alignment becomes unstable, and the overflow of
offsets severely degrades the model performance1. In con-
trast, in flow-based alignment, various training strategies
1The instability of EDVR is observed in (Wang et al. 2019b)
and also in our experiments.
are developed to improve alignment accuracy and speed of
convergence, such as the adoption of flow network struc-
ture (Haris, Shakhnarovich, and Ukita 2019; Xue et al.
2019), flow guidance loss (Liu et al. 2017), and flow pre-
training (Caballero et al. 2017; Tao et al. 2017; Xue et al.
2019).
Given the relation between spatial warping and de-
formable convolution discussed in Sec. 3.3, we proposed to
use optical flow to guide the training of offsets. Specifically,
we propose an offset-fidelity loss to constrain the offsets so
that they do not deviate much from the optical flow. Further-
more, to facilitate the learning of optimal and diverse offsets
for video SR, Heaviside step function is incorporated. More
specifically, we augment the data-fitting loss as follows:




where L is the data-fitting loss (e.g., Charbonnier loss






H (|xn,ij − yij | − t) · |xn,ij − yij |, (5)
where i, j denote the spatial indices and H(·) represents the
Heaviside step function. Here λ and t are hyper-parameters
controling the diversity of the offsets. As shown in Sec. 4.3,
our loss is able to stabilize the training and avoid the offset
overflow in large models.
4 Analysis
We conduct experiments to reveal the connections and dif-
ferences between deformable and flow-based alignments in
Video SR. Unless specified, EDVR-M2 is adopted for anal-
yses as it maintains a good balance between training effi-
ciency and performance. Moreover, to decouple the complex
relation among different components in deformable align-
ment, we use a non-modulated DCN in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2.
The details of each experiment are provided in Sec. A.1.
4.1 Deformable Alignment vs. Optical Flow
By setting G=N=1 (i.e., group=1 and the number of off-
sets per group=1), the offset learned by deformable align-
ment resembles that captured by optical flow in a flow-based
alignment approach. Specifically, when there is only one off-
set to learn, the model automatically learns to align features
based on the motions between frames. As shown in Fig. 4,
the learned offsets are highly similar to the optical flows es-
timated by PWC-Net (Sun et al. 2018).
Despite their high similarity, the disparity between
learned offsets and optical flows is non-negligible due to the
fundamental difference of the task nature (Xue et al. 2019).
Specifically, while PWC-Net is trained to describe the mo-
tions between frames, our baseline is trained for video SR, in
which optical flow may not be the optimal representation of
frame correspondences. From Fig. 4, we see that the image
2EDVR-M is a moderate version of EDVR provided by the of-
ficial implementation (Wang et al. 2019b).
Optical Flow Learned Offset Warped byOptical Flow
Warped by
Learned Offset
Figure 4: While the learned offsets are highly similar to op-
tical flows, their disparity is non-negligible because optical
flow may not be optimal for video SR. Dark borders and
ghosting regions appear in the images warped by optical
flow. In contrast, those warped by learned offsets are clearer.
Figure 5: Over 80% of the estimations have a difference to
optical flow smaller than 1 pixel (orange dot). This demon-
strates that in the case of G=N=1, deformable alignment is
indeed equivalent to flow-based alignment.
warped by the learned offsets clearly preserves more scene
contents. In contrast, a dark region and a ghosting region
are seen in the images warped by optical flow. Note that the
offsets are learned for warping the features, and the warped
images in Fig. 4 are solely for illustrative purposes.
We quantitatively study the correlation between the off-
sets and optical flows, by computing their pixelwise differ-
ence. As shown in Fig. 5, over 80% of the estimations have a
difference smaller than one pixel from the optical flow. This
demonstrates that in the case ofG=N=1, deformable align-
ment is indeed highly equivalent to flow-based alignment. In
the following analyses, we will adopt this model as our ap-
proximation to flow-based alignment baseline.
Feature Warping. The aforementioned flow-based align-
ment baseline performs feature warping. This differs from a
majority of flow-based methods that learn flows for image
warping (Liu et al. 2017; Xue et al. 2019). In those meth-
ods, the flows contain fractional values and hence interpola-
tion is required during warping. This inevitably introduces
information loss, particularly high-frequency details. Con-
sequently, the blurry aligned images yield suboptimal SR
results. Recent deformable alignment methods (Tian et al.
2020; Wang et al. 2019a,b) attempt to perform alignment
Table 1: PSNR of two instantiations of EDVR-M on REDS4.
The similar performance verifies our claim that DCN can be
decomposed into spatial warping and convolution. G and k
represent the number of groups and the kernel size used in
DCN, respectively.
G=1, k=1 G=1, k=3 G=8, k=1 G=8, k=3
DCN 29.979 30.199 30.183 30.264
Our Decomp. 29.992 30.240 30.179 30.231
Difference +0.013 +0.041 -0.004 -0.033
at the feature level and achieve remarkable results. We in-
spect the contribution of feature-level warping by replacing
the feature alignment module in our flow-based baseline by
an image alignment module. Surprisingly, despite the close-
ness of the architecture, image alignment leads to a drop of
0.84 dB. This indicates that feature-level warping is benefi-
cial to flow-based alignment. More comparisons are shown
in Sec. A.3.
4.2 Offset Diversity
Decomposition Equivalence. In this section, we use our
decomposition in Sec. 3.3 in place of DCN since it provides
a more flexible choice of the number of offsets. To verify
their equivalence, we train two instantiations – original
DCN and our decomposition. As shown in Table 1, our
experiments show that the two instantiations achieve similar
performance, corroborating our hypothesis.
Learned Offsets. Given that the primary difference between
flow-based alignment and deformable alignment is the num-
ber of offsets N , it is natural to question the roles and char-
acteristics of the additional offsets in deformable alignment
(i.e.N>1). To answer this, we fix G=1 and compare the
performance in the cases of N=1 and N=15.
We sort the 15 offsets according to their l1-distance to
the optical flow, and an example is shown in Fig. 6. On the
one hand, there exist offsets that closely resemble the optical
flow. On the other hand, there are offsets that have different
estimated directions compared to the optical flows; although
these offsets are also able to separate the motions of differ-
ent objects, as the optical flow does, their directions do not
correspond to the actual camera and object motions.
We further visualize the diversity of the offsets, which is
measured by the pixelwise standard deviation of the offsets.
We observe that the offsets tend to have a larger diversity in
regions that optical flows do not work well for alignment.
For instance, as shown in the heatmap of Fig. 6, the stan-
dard deviation tends to be larger in image boundaries, where
unseen regions are common. Although a diverse set of off-
sets with different estimated directions is obtained, they are
all analogous to optical flow in terms of their overall shape.
This suggests that the motion between frames is still an im-
portant clue in deformable alignment, as in flow-based align-
ment. More qualitative results are shown in Sec. A.2
Contributions of Diversity. We are also interested in





















Figure 6: Offsets sorted according to their l1-distance to op-
tical flow. While the closest offsets are highly similar to op-
tical flow with slight differences (top row), the most dissim-
ilar offsets have different estimated directions (bottom row).
Moreover, the offsets tend to have a larger diversity in re-
gions that optical flows do not work well for alignment (see
the diversity heatmap and regions marked by red arrows).
(Zoom in for best view)
Table 2: PSNR on Vimeo-90K-T (Xue et al. 2019) using
two additional models. For both models, the performance







SR. This motivates us to inspect the aligned features and the
corresponding performance. With a single offset, the aligned
features suffer from the warping error induced by unseen
regions and inaccurate motion estimation. The inaccurately
aligned features inevitably hinder the aggregation of infor-
mation and therefore harm the subsequent restoration. In
contrast, with multiple offsets, the independently warped
features are reciprocal and provide better aligned features
during fusion, hence alleviating the inaccurate alignment by
a single offset. Two examples of the aligned features are vi-
sualized in Fig. 7. It is observed that with a single offset, the
aligned features are less coherent. For instance, in the image
boundaries, which correspond to the regions that do not ex-
ist in the neighboring frame, the feature warped by a single
offset contains a large area of dark regions. Contrarily, with
15 offsets, the complementary warped features provide ad-
ditional information for fusion, resulting in features that are
more coherent and preserve more details.
Increasing Offset Diversity. We then examine the perfor-
mance gain by gradually increasing the number of offsets
and attempt to examine if more offsets will always lead to a
better performance.
The qualitative and quantitative comparison with different
N are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. In particular,
as the number of offsets increases from 1 to 5, the PSNR
increases rapidly. When N further increases, the PSNR sat-
urates at about 30.23 dB. This result indicates that the per-
formance reaches a plateau when the number of offsets gets
larger. As a result, simply increasing the number of offsets
could lower the computational efficiency without significant
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Reference feature Aligned feature
Figure 7: Aligned features withN=1 andN=15. With a sin-
gle offset, the model lacks the ability to handle occlusion and
inaccurate motion estimation (red arrows). With increased
number of offsets, the features are better aligned, and more
details are better preserved. (Zoom in for best view)
performance gain. It is worth noting that it is infeasible to
balance the performance and computational efficiency in de-
formable alignment, since the number of offsets must be
equal to the square of kernel size. Our formulation, con-
trarily, generalizes deformable alignment with an arbitrary
number of offsets, thus providing a more flexible approach
to introducing offset diversity.
We also inspect the correlation between offset diversity
and PSNR performance. We measure the offset diversity by
the pixelwise standard deviation of all offsets. As shown
in Fig. 9, the performance of the model positively corre-
lates with the offset diversity (Pearson Correlation Coeffi-
cient=0.9418 based on these six data points). This result im-
plies that offset diversity actually contributes to the perfor-
mance gain.
To further support our conclusion, we additionally test the
improvement brought by offset diversity using TDAN (Tian
et al. 2020) and a flow-based network3. As shown in Table 2,
the PSNR of the two models improves by up to 0.23 dB.
Besides, an improvement of 0.18 dB is observed in the flow-
based network, suggesting that the offset diversity not only
improves feature alignment, but is also constructive in image
alignment.
Besides increasing the number of offsets N , offset diver-
sity can also be achieved by increasing the number of group
G. Interestingly, the above conclusions for N are also ap-
plicable to G. A more detailed analysis is included in the
Sec. A.4.
4.3 Offset-fidelity Loss
We train EDVR-L with the official training scheme. As the
network capacity increases, the training of deformable align-
ment becomes unstable. Without the offset-fidelity loss, the
3We use an architecture similar to TOFlow (Xue et al. 2019) ex-
cept that spatial warping is done on LR space instead of HR space
for computational efficiency. We increase the number of offsets by
using multiple SPyNet (Ranjan and Black 2017).
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Figure 8: Qualitative comparisons. While the quality improves markedly from N=1 to N=3, further improvement at N=25 is
relatively small.






























Figure 9: PSNR and offset diversity measured by standard
deviation. The performance of the model positively corre-
lates with the offset diversity. When N increases from 1 to
5, both the PSNR and standard deviation of the offsets in-
crease rapidly. When N further increases, both the PSNR
and the standard deviation of the offsets saturate.
Table 3: Quantitative comparison (PSNR) on REDS4 and
Vimeo-90K-T for 4× video super-resolution. Results are
evaluated on RGB channels.
REDS4 Vimeo-90K-T
without offset-fidelity loss 28.753 33.632
with offset-fidelity loss 30.480 35.223
Difference +1.727 +1.591
overflow of offsets produces a zero feature map after de-
formable alignment. As a result, EDVR essentially becomes
a single image SR model. On the contrary, our loss penal-
izes the offsets when they deviate from the optical flow, re-
sulting in much more interpretable offsets and a better per-
formance. As shown in Fig. 10, EDVR is able to converge
with a lower training loss with our offset-fidelity loss. Note
that in Fig. 10(a), the training loss increases at about 300K,
which is the time when offsets overflow. In Table 3 we see
that our loss introduces an additional improvement of up to
1.73 dB. The qualitative results are provided in Sec. A.6.
5 Conclusion
The success of deformable alignment in video super-
resolution has aroused great attention. In this study, we un-
cover the intrinsic connection in both concepts and behav-









































Figure 10: The training curves of the models. (a) When train-
ing on REDS, the model trained without the offset-fidelity
loss becomes unstable at about 300K, where the loss in-
creases and is consistently greater than that trained with our
loss thereafter. (b) When training on Vimeo-90K, the model
trained with offset-fidelity loss is able to reach a lower train-
ing loss.
iors between deformable alignment and flow-based align-
ment. For flow-based alignment, our work relaxes the con-
straint of deformable convolution on the number of offsets.
It allows a more flexible way to increase the offset diversity
in flow-based alignment approaches, improving the output
quality. As for deformable alignment, our investigation em-
powers us to understand its underlying mechanism, poten-
tially inspiring new alignment approaches. Motivated by our
analysis, we propose an offset-fidelity loss to mitigate the
stability problem during training.
A Appendix
A.1 Experimental Settings
We consider two widely-used datasets: REDS dataset (Nah
et al. 2019a) and Vimeo-90K (Xue et al. 2019). REDS is
a dataset proposed in the NTIRE19 video restoration chal-
lenge (Nah et al. 2019a). It contains a total of 240 training,
30 validation, 30 test clips, each having 100 frames with
resolution 1280×720. Following (Wang et al. 2019b), we
use the REDS4 dataset (Clips 000, 011, 015, 020) as our
test set, and the remaining 266 training and validation clips
for training. Vimeo-90K contains 91,701 7-frame sequences
with fixed resolution 448×250. Its testing set, Vimeo-90K-
T, is used for testing.
The training scheme mostly follows the EDVR (Wang
et al. 2019b). More specifically, we adopt Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba 2015) and Cosine Annealing with
restarts scheme (Loshchilov and Hutter 2016). The total
number of iterations is 6×105; the initial learning rate is
4×10−4. The batch size is 16 and the LR patch size is
64×64. We perform random flipping and rotations for data
augmentation.
The training is divided into two stages. First, a variant
without the TSA module is pretrained. Then, the pretrained
weights are used to initialize the full model (with TSA mod-
ule). Note that the pretrained weights are frozen at the first
50k iterations. Charbonnier penalty function (Charbonnier
et al. 1994) is used as the loss function. We implement the
models with PyTorch and train them using four NVIDIA
Tesla V100 GPUs.
A.2 Learned Offsets in Deformable Alignment
As discussed in Sec. 4.1, when G=N=1, deformable align-
ment and flow-based alignment are similar to each other, ex-
cept that flow-based alignment is performed on image level.
Here we provide another example about their learned offsets
in Fig. 11. We see that the learned offsets are highly similar
to the optical flow by PWC-Net (Sun et al. 2018). In addi-
tion, we found that when trained for video SR, the offsets
and the optical flow have a non-negligible difference. This
observation is explained in (Xue et al. 2019) that the optimal
flow should be task-specific. For example, in Fig. 11 (bot-
tom), the learned offsets for the human is similar to the opti-
cal flow, but the boundaries in the learned offsets is sharper.
We further visualize the learned offsets when the number
of offsets N increases. From Fig. 12 we see that when N is
increased from 1 to 25, the learned offsets are still similar to
the optical flow in terms of the overall shape, although they
have different estimated directions. These diverse offsets are
complementary to each other. As discussed in Sec. 4.1, these
offsets are able to reduce the warping error by aggregat-
ing information from different locations, leading to a better
aligned feature. Another example is shown in Fig. 13. We
see that with only one offset, the learned offsets are unable
to locate the correct correspondence (due to a large rotation
in the image), resulting in a large area of dark regions. In
contrast, whenN=5, the offsets are able to retrieve informa-
tion from other feasible locations, yielding a more coherent
feature.
The additional information and more coherent features
eventually introduce a marked performance gain in video
SR. However, it is worth mentioning that indefinitely in-
creasing the offset diversity can reduce the efficiency with-
out significant performance boost. For example, as shown in
Fig. 14, while a significant improvement is observed when
traversing from flow-based alignment to deformable align-
ment (N=3), further increasing N from 3 to 25 does not
introduce much visual improvement. The quantitative tran-
sition is shown in Fig. 16. We see that when compared to
the case when N=1, using N=5 offsets leads to an increase
of 2.89 dB per 1M parameters. But when N=25 offsets are
used, only 0.42 dB improvement per one million parameters
is observed. In practice, one should balance the efficiency
and performance by adjusting N .
A.3 Image Warping vs. Feature Warping
Another major difference between flow-based alignment and
deformable alignment is that flow-based alignment is per-
formed on image level. When aligning images, the spatial
warping inevitably introduces information loss, especially
high-frequency details, due to the interpolation operation in-
duced by decimal flows (offsets). On the contrary, this unde-
sirable effect can be alleviated when the alignment is shifted
to the feature level.
In this section, we provide additional results to illustrate
this another source of superiority of deformable alignment
over flow-based alignment. As depicted in Fig. 15, when
compared to image warping, feature warping is able to re-
cover more details. For example, the patterns on the wall are
not able to be recovered in image warping. It is surprising
that despite the similarity of their architecture, feature warp-
ing leads to a improvement of 0.84 dB, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Quantitative comparison between image warping
and feature warping on REDS4.
Image warping Feature warping Difference
PSNR (dB) 29.155 29.992 +0.837
A.4 Deformable Groups




w(pk) · Ft+i(p+ pk + ∆pk). (6)
In practice, one can divide the input channels into G groups,
and learn different offsets for different groups. In this case, a
total of G×N sets of offsets are learned. Therefore, we see
that increasingG is another way to introduce offset diversity.
Here, we will discuss in detail the entangled effects ofG and
N .
The PSNR of models with different G and N are sum-
marized in Fig. 16 (Left). In general, we see that the PSNR
imrpoves with G, with up to 0.19 dB. It is consistent with
our conclusion for N that the performance positively corre-
lates with the offset diversity.
Moreover, we also observe a tendency of saturation when
either G or N become large. In particular, for G=1, in-
creasing N from 1 to 5 leads to an increase in PSNR
by 0.25 dB with only 84K more parameters. However,
when we increase the number of learned offsets up to
64×25=1600 (G=64, N=25), the performance fluctuates
at about 30.3 dB. In particular, for N=25, the performance
of G=32 and G=64 have nearly identical PSNR, but the
latter has 4M more parameters. Figure 16 (Right) shows the
PSNR improvement brought by a unit of parameters with
differentG andN . It is observed that the diversity efficiency
drops drastically as G and N increase.
A.5 Modulation Masks
In Modulated deformable convolution (a.k.a. DCNv2) (Zhu
et al. 2019), an additional mask mk(p) is learned to further





w(pk) · x (p+ pk + ∆pk) ·mk(p). (7)
In the presence of modulation masks, the independently
warped features are multiplied by the modulation masks be-
fore fusion. In this section, we discuss the masks associated
to the diverse flow-like offsets. In Fig. 17, we plot the aver-
age difference to optical flow against the mean value of the
masks. It is observed that the mean value is inversely pro-
portional to the average difference between the offsets and
optical flow. In other words, the offsets that are significantly
different to optical flow have relatively small contributions
during fusion (see Fig. 18).
Furthermore, it is observed that when the number of off-
sets is large, a significant propotion of the masks has samll
values (≈ 0). We hypothsize that with a large number of off-
sets, some offsets become redundant. This agrees with the
observation in our main paper that the PSNR tend to satu-
rate when further increasing G or N . The modulation mask
can be regarded as an attention module that takes the relative
importance of the features into account.
A.6 Offset-Fidelity Loss
It is known that the training of deformable alignment is un-
stable. The unstable training process leads to the overflow
of offsets. As a result, the video SR model degenerates to a
single image SR model4 (Wang et al. 2019b).
To avoid offset overflow, we propose the offset-fidelity
loss to constraint the learned offsets so that they cannot de-
viate much from the optical flow. In addition, as offset di-
versity has been shown important in video SR, we allow the
network to learn the optimal offsets as long as their differ-
ence to optical flow does not exceed a certain threshold.
In this work, we conduct experiments on EDVR, an state-
of-the-art model using deformable alignment. As discussed
4As confirmed by the authors of (Wang et al. 2019b), the train-
ing using the official scheme (https://github.com/xinntao/EDVR) is
unstable and the offsets are prone to overflow. The same result is
also observed in our experiments.
in Sec. 4.3, without the offset-fidelity loss, the overflow of
offsets results in a zero feature map after deformable align-
ment. As a result, EDVR essentially becomes a single image
SR model, resulting in a much worse quality. In contrast,
with our loss, the network learns interpretable offsets and is
able to aggregate the information from neighboring frames,
hence achieving significant improvements.
In this section, we present qualitative results of our offset-
fidelity loss. From Fig. 19 we see that with the offset-fidelity
loss, EDVR is able to learn interpretable offsets. On the con-
trary, the offsets trained without the offset-fidelity loss over-
flows, and the information from neighboring frames cannot
be utilized, resulting in blurrier outputs.
A.7 Figures
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Figure 11: The learned offsets in the case of G=N=1. The learned offsets are highly similar to the optical flow computed by
PWCNet (Sun et al. 2018). Moreover, the offsets trained specifically for video SR has non-negligible differences to optical flow.
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Figure 12: The learned offsets in the case of G=1, N=25. Although different directions of offsets are estimated, the learned
offsets are all analogous to optical flow in terms of the overall shape.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the aligned features forN=1 andN=15. The aligned feature with multiple offsets are more coherent.
N=1
<latexit sha 1_base64="LwmL6CotjzLxy s5WTNTodiQgoDw=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LB bBU0lE0ItQ8OJJKpi20Iay2 U7apZtN2N0IJfQ3ePGgiFd/ kDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeWE quDau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b 39g+rhUUsnmWLos0QkqhNSjY JL9A03AjupQhqHAtvh+Hbmt 59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs 5N/nN1OvX625dXcOskq8gtS gQLNf/eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56 YmyKkynAmcVnqZxpSyMR1i1 1JJY9RBPj92Ss6sMiBRomxJQ +bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3 E//zupmJroOcyzQzKNliUZQ JYhIy+5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3tx I2oooyY/Op2BC85ZdXSeui7 rl17+Gy1rgs4ijDCZzCOXhwB Q24gyb4wIDDM7zCmyOdF+fd +Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AVhcjlI =</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="LwmL6CotjzLxy s5WTNTodiQgoDw=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LB bBU0lE0ItQ8OJJKpi20Iay2 U7apZtN2N0IJfQ3ePGgiFd/ kDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeWE quDau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b 39g+rhUUsnmWLos0QkqhNSjY JL9A03AjupQhqHAtvh+Hbmt 59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs 5N/nN1OvX625dXcOskq8gtS gQLNf/eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56 YmyKkynAmcVnqZxpSyMR1i1 1JJY9RBPj92Ss6sMiBRomxJQ +bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3 E//zupmJroOcyzQzKNliUZQ JYhIy+5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3tx I2oooyY/Op2BC85ZdXSeui7 rl17+Gy1rgs4ijDCZzCOXhwB Q24gyb4wIDDM7zCmyOdF+fd +Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AVhcjlI =</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="LwmL6CotjzLxy s5WTNTodiQgoDw=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LB bBU0lE0ItQ8OJJKpi20Iay2 U7apZtN2N0IJfQ3ePGgiFd/ kDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeWE quDau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b 39g+rhUUsnmWLos0QkqhNSjY JL9A03AjupQhqHAtvh+Hbmt 59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs 5N/nN1OvX625dXcOskq8gtS gQLNf/eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56 YmyKkynAmcVnqZxpSyMR1i1 1JJY9RBPj92Ss6sMiBRomxJQ +bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3 E//zupmJroOcyzQzKNliUZQ JYhIy+5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3tx I2oooyY/Op2BC85ZdXSeui7 rl17+Gy1rgs4ijDCZzCOXhwB Q24gyb4wIDDM7zCmyOdF+fd +Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AVhcjlI =</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="LwmL6CotjzLxy s5WTNTodiQgoDw=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LB bBU0lE0ItQ8OJJKpi20Iay2 U7apZtN2N0IJfQ3ePGgiFd/ kDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeWE quDau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b 39g+rhUUsnmWLos0QkqhNSjY JL9A03AjupQhqHAtvh+Hbmt 59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs 5N/nN1OvX625dXcOskq8gtS gQLNf/eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56 YmyKkynAmcVnqZxpSyMR1i1 1JJY9RBPj92Ss6sMiBRomxJQ +bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3 E//zupmJroOcyzQzKNliUZQ JYhIy+5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3tx I2oooyY/Op2BC85ZdXSeui7 rl17+Gy1rgs4ijDCZzCOXhwB Q24gyb4wIDDM7zCmyOdF+fd +Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AVhcjlI =</latexit>
N=3
<latexit sha1_base64="bt KC4sPH7mZKUAXhGs75XbTwI50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oBeh4MWTVDBtoQ1ls922SzebsDsR Suhv8OJBEa/+IG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88JECoOu++0U1tY 3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUdPEqWbcZ7GMdTukhkuhuI8CJW8nm tMolLwVjm9nfuuJayNi9YiThAcRHSoxEIyilfz77GZ62StX 3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MTDDKqUTDJp6 VuanhC2ZgOecdSRSNugmx+7JScWaVPBrG2pZDM1d8TGY2M mUSh7YwojsyyNxP/8zopDq6DTKgkRa7YYtEglQRjMvuc9IX mDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrT5lGwI3vLLq6R5UfXcqvdQq9Rre RxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9AAHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxz DHzifP1tkjlQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bt KC4sPH7mZKUAXhGs75XbTwI50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oBeh4MWTVDBtoQ1ls922SzebsDsR Suhv8OJBEa/+IG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88JECoOu++0U1tY 3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUdPEqWbcZ7GMdTukhkuhuI8CJW8nm tMolLwVjm9nfuuJayNi9YiThAcRHSoxEIyilfz77GZ62StX 3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MTDDKqUTDJp6 VuanhC2ZgOecdSRSNugmx+7JScWaVPBrG2pZDM1d8TGY2M mUSh7YwojsyyNxP/8zopDq6DTKgkRa7YYtEglQRjMvuc9IX mDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrT5lGwI3vLLq6R5UfXcqvdQq9Rre RxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9AAHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxz DHzifP1tkjlQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bt KC4sPH7mZKUAXhGs75XbTwI50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oBeh4MWTVDBtoQ1ls922SzebsDsR Suhv8OJBEa/+IG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88JECoOu++0U1tY 3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUdPEqWbcZ7GMdTukhkuhuI8CJW8nm tMolLwVjm9nfuuJayNi9YiThAcRHSoxEIyilfz77GZ62StX 3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MTDDKqUTDJp6 VuanhC2ZgOecdSRSNugmx+7JScWaVPBrG2pZDM1d8TGY2M mUSh7YwojsyyNxP/8zopDq6DTKgkRa7YYtEglQRjMvuc9IX mDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrT5lGwI3vLLq6R5UfXcqvdQq9Rre RxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9AAHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxz DHzifP1tkjlQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bt KC4sPH7mZKUAXhGs75XbTwI50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oBeh4MWTVDBtoQ1ls922SzebsDsR Suhv8OJBEa/+IG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88JECoOu++0U1tY 3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUdPEqWbcZ7GMdTukhkuhuI8CJW8nm tMolLwVjm9nfuuJayNi9YiThAcRHSoxEIyilfz77GZ62StX 3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MTDDKqUTDJp6 VuanhC2ZgOecdSRSNugmx+7JScWaVPBrG2pZDM1d8TGY2M mUSh7YwojsyyNxP/8zopDq6DTKgkRa7YYtEglQRjMvuc9IX mDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrT5lGwI3vLLq6R5UfXcqvdQq9Rre RxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9AAHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxz DHzifP1tkjlQ=</latexit>
N=25
<latexit sha1_base64="+1jpdpaTht/d61t/eQ/qwy0I8 ds=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktFb0IBS+epIL9gHYp2TTbxmaTJckKZel/8OJBEa/+H2/+G7PtHrT1 wcDjvRlm5gUxZ9q47rdTWFvf2Nwqbpd2dvf2D8qHR20tE0Voi0guVTfAmnImaMsww2k3VhRHAaedYHKT+Z0nqjST4sFM Y+pHeCRYyAg2Vmrfpdez2sWgXHGr7hxolXg5qUCO5qD81R9KkkRUGMKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LBU4otpP5 9fO0JlVhiiUypYwaK7+nkhxpPU0CmxnhM1YL3uZ+J/XS0x45adMxImhgiwWhQlHRqLsdTRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYG1 DJhuAtv7xK2rWq51a9+3qlUc/jKMIJnMI5eHAJDbiFJrSAwCM8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0NWOkg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="+1jpdpaTht/d61t/eQ/qwy0I8 ds=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktFb0IBS+epIL9gHYp2TTbxmaTJckKZel/8OJBEa/+H2/+G7PtHrT1 wcDjvRlm5gUxZ9q47rdTWFvf2Nwqbpd2dvf2D8qHR20tE0Voi0guVTfAmnImaMsww2k3VhRHAaedYHKT+Z0nqjST4sFM Y+pHeCRYyAg2Vmrfpdez2sWgXHGr7hxolXg5qUCO5qD81R9KkkRUGMKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LBU4otpP5 9fO0JlVhiiUypYwaK7+nkhxpPU0CmxnhM1YL3uZ+J/XS0x45adMxImhgiwWhQlHRqLsdTRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYG1 DJhuAtv7xK2rWq51a9+3qlUc/jKMIJnMI5eHAJDbiFJrSAwCM8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0NWOkg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="+1jpdpaTht/d61t/eQ/qwy0I8 ds=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktFb0IBS+epIL9gHYp2TTbxmaTJckKZel/8OJBEa/+H2/+G7PtHrT1 wcDjvRlm5gUxZ9q47rdTWFvf2Nwqbpd2dvf2D8qHR20tE0Voi0guVTfAmnImaMsww2k3VhRHAaedYHKT+Z0nqjST4sFM Y+pHeCRYyAg2Vmrfpdez2sWgXHGr7hxolXg5qUCO5qD81R9KkkRUGMKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LBU4otpP5 9fO0JlVhiiUypYwaK7+nkhxpPU0CmxnhM1YL3uZ+J/XS0x45adMxImhgiwWhQlHRqLsdTRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYG1 DJhuAtv7xK2rWq51a9+3qlUc/jKMIJnMI5eHAJDbiFJrSAwCM8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0NWOkg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="+1jpdpaTht/d61t/eQ/qwy0I8 ds=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktFb0IBS+epIL9gHYp2TTbxmaTJckKZel/8OJBEa/+H2/+G7PtHrT1 wcDjvRlm5gUxZ9q47rdTWFvf2Nwqbpd2dvf2D8qHR20tE0Voi0guVTfAmnImaMsww2k3VhRHAaedYHKT+Z0nqjST4sFM Y+pHeCRYyAg2Vmrfpdez2sWgXHGr7hxolXg5qUCO5qD81R9KkkRUGMKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LBU4otpP5 9fO0JlVhiiUypYwaK7+nkhxpPU0CmxnhM1YL3uZ+J/XS0x45adMxImhgiwWhQlHRqLsdTRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYG1 DJhuAtv7xK2rWq51a9+3qlUc/jKMIJnMI5eHAJDbiFJrSAwCM8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0NWOkg==</latex it>
GT
<latexit sha1_base64="IRGwhzrbpsBKdh1gia/Ajve+6 Tw=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBgx4r9EvaUDbbSbt0swm7E7GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8G Hu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqDk0ey1h3AmZACgVNFCihk2hgUSChHYxvZn77EbQRsWrgJAE/ YkMlQsEZWumhh/CE2W1j2i9X3Ko7B10lXk4qJEe9X/7qDWKeRqCQS2ZM13MT9DOmUXAJ01IvNZAwPmZD6FqqWATGz+YHT +mZVQY0jLUthXSu/p7IWGTMJApsZ8RwZJa9mfif100xvPYzoZIUQfHFojCVFGM6+54OhAaOcmIJ41rYWykfMc042oxKNg Rv+eVV0rqoem7Vu7+s1C7zOIrkhJySc+KRK1Ijd6ROmoSTiDyTV/LmaOfFeXc+Fq0FJ585Jn/gfP4A/4qQeg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="IRGwhzrbpsBKdh1gia/Ajve+6 Tw=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBgx4r9EvaUDbbSbt0swm7E7GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8G Hu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqDk0ey1h3AmZACgVNFCihk2hgUSChHYxvZn77EbQRsWrgJAE/ YkMlQsEZWumhh/CE2W1j2i9X3Ko7B10lXk4qJEe9X/7qDWKeRqCQS2ZM13MT9DOmUXAJ01IvNZAwPmZD6FqqWATGz+YHT +mZVQY0jLUthXSu/p7IWGTMJApsZ8RwZJa9mfif100xvPYzoZIUQfHFojCVFGM6+54OhAaOcmIJ41rYWykfMc042oxKNg Rv+eVV0rqoem7Vu7+s1C7zOIrkhJySc+KRK1Ijd6ROmoSTiDyTV/LmaOfFeXc+Fq0FJ585Jn/gfP4A/4qQeg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="IRGwhzrbpsBKdh1gia/Ajve+6 Tw=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBgx4r9EvaUDbbSbt0swm7E7GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8G Hu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqDk0ey1h3AmZACgVNFCihk2hgUSChHYxvZn77EbQRsWrgJAE/ YkMlQsEZWumhh/CE2W1j2i9X3Ko7B10lXk4qJEe9X/7qDWKeRqCQS2ZM13MT9DOmUXAJ01IvNZAwPmZD6FqqWATGz+YHT +mZVQY0jLUthXSu/p7IWGTMJApsZ8RwZJa9mfif100xvPYzoZIUQfHFojCVFGM6+54OhAaOcmIJ41rYWykfMc042oxKNg Rv+eVV0rqoem7Vu7+s1C7zOIrkhJySc+KRK1Ijd6ROmoSTiDyTV/LmaOfFeXc+Fq0FJ585Jn/gfP4A/4qQeg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="IRGwhzrbpsBKdh1gia/Ajve+6 Tw=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBgx4r9EvaUDbbSbt0swm7E7GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8G Hu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqDk0ey1h3AmZACgVNFCihk2hgUSChHYxvZn77EbQRsWrgJAE/ YkMlQsEZWumhh/CE2W1j2i9X3Ko7B10lXk4qJEe9X/7qDWKeRqCQS2ZM13MT9DOmUXAJ01IvNZAwPmZD6FqqWATGz+YHT +mZVQY0jLUthXSu/p7IWGTMJApsZ8RwZJa9mfif100xvPYzoZIUQfHFojCVFGM6+54OhAaOcmIJ41rYWykfMc042oxKNg Rv+eVV0rqoem7Vu7+s1C7zOIrkhJySc+KRK1Ijd6ROmoSTiDyTV/LmaOfFeXc+Fq0FJ585Jn/gfP4A/4qQeg==</latex it>
Figure 14: Output HR frames. Quality improvement is observed from N=1 to N=3; further improvement is not observed from
N=3 to N=25.
Image Warping
<latexit sha 1_base64="UMScpepu+Mj3y2 DCoNzeOfqI9h4=">AAAB/Xic bVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoPg KcxIQI8BL3qLYBZIhtDTqUma 9PQM3TViHIK/4sWDIl79D2/+ jZ3loIkPCh7vVVFVL0ikMOi6 305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4f NEycag51HstYtwJmQAoFdRQo oZVoYFEgoRkMryZ+8x60EbG6 w1ECfsT6SoSCM7RSt3jUQXjA 7MbKQJtMJ0L1x91iyS27U9Bl 4s1JicxR6xa/Or2YpxEo5JIZ 0/bcBP2MaRRcwrjQSQ0kjA/t kralikVg/Gx6/ZieWqVHw1jb Ukin6u+JjEXGjKLAdkYMB2bR m4j/ee0Uw0s/EypJERSfLQpT STGmkyhoT2jgKEeWMK6FvZXy AdOMow2sYEPwFl9eJo3zsueW vdtKqVqZx5Enx+SEnBGPXJAq uSY1UiecPJJn8krenCfnxXl3 PmatOWc+c0j+wPn8AbzLlVk= </latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="UMScpepu+Mj3y2 DCoNzeOfqI9h4=">AAAB/Xic bVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoPg KcxIQI8BL3qLYBZIhtDTqUma 9PQM3TViHIK/4sWDIl79D2/+ jZ3loIkPCh7vVVFVL0ikMOi6 305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4f NEycag51HstYtwJmQAoFdRQo oZVoYFEgoRkMryZ+8x60EbG6 w1ECfsT6SoSCM7RSt3jUQXjA 7MbKQJtMJ0L1x91iyS27U9Bl 4s1JicxR6xa/Or2YpxEo5JIZ 0/bcBP2MaRRcwrjQSQ0kjA/t kralikVg/Gx6/ZieWqVHw1jb Ukin6u+JjEXGjKLAdkYMB2bR m4j/ee0Uw0s/EypJERSfLQpT STGmkyhoT2jgKEeWMK6FvZXy AdOMow2sYEPwFl9eJo3zsueW vdtKqVqZx5Enx+SEnBGPXJAq uSY1UiecPJJn8krenCfnxXl3 PmatOWc+c0j+wPn8AbzLlVk= </latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="UMScpepu+Mj3y2 DCoNzeOfqI9h4=">AAAB/Xic bVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoPg KcxIQI8BL3qLYBZIhtDTqUma 9PQM3TViHIK/4sWDIl79D2/+ jZ3loIkPCh7vVVFVL0ikMOi6 305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4f NEycag51HstYtwJmQAoFdRQo oZVoYFEgoRkMryZ+8x60EbG6 w1ECfsT6SoSCM7RSt3jUQXjA 7MbKQJtMJ0L1x91iyS27U9Bl 4s1JicxR6xa/Or2YpxEo5JIZ 0/bcBP2MaRRcwrjQSQ0kjA/t kralikVg/Gx6/ZieWqVHw1jb Ukin6u+JjEXGjKLAdkYMB2bR m4j/ee0Uw0s/EypJERSfLQpT STGmkyhoT2jgKEeWMK6FvZXy AdOMow2sYEPwFl9eJo3zsueW vdtKqVqZx5Enx+SEnBGPXJAq uSY1UiecPJJn8krenCfnxXl3 PmatOWc+c0j+wPn8AbzLlVk= </latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="UMScpepu+Mj3y2 DCoNzeOfqI9h4=">AAAB/Xic bVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoPg KcxIQI8BL3qLYBZIhtDTqUma 9PQM3TViHIK/4sWDIl79D2/+ jZ3loIkPCh7vVVFVL0ikMOi6 305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4f NEycag51HstYtwJmQAoFdRQo oZVoYFEgoRkMryZ+8x60EbG6 w1ECfsT6SoSCM7RSt3jUQXjA 7MbKQJtMJ0L1x91iyS27U9Bl 4s1JicxR6xa/Or2YpxEo5JIZ 0/bcBP2MaRRcwrjQSQ0kjA/t kralikVg/Gx6/ZieWqVHw1jb Ukin6u+JjEXGjKLAdkYMB2bR m4j/ee0Uw0s/EypJERSfLQpT STGmkyhoT2jgKEeWMK6FvZXy AdOMow2sYEPwFl9eJo3zsueW vdtKqVqZx5Enx+SEnBGPXJAq uSY1UiecPJJn8krenCfnxXl3 PmatOWc+c0j+wPn8AbzLlVk= </latexit>
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1 5 9 15 25
N
29.992 30.235 30.240 30.20530.218
30.179 30.166 30.231 30.30830.259
30.147 30.207 30.251 30.29530.275
30.120 30.242 30.278 30.31130.331
30.183 30.270 30.273 30.31230.323








29.992 2.893 1.476 0.4230.769
5.787 0.709 0.521 0.2410.343
2.239 0.500 0.327 0.1360.212
0.895 0.313 0.196 0.0780.139
0.657 0.181 0.101 0.0410.071
Figure 16: Left: the PSNR on REDS4 with different G and N . Right: PSNR improvement brought by a unit of parameters with
different G and N (the numbers are multiplied by 1M for visualization).
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Figure 17: The average difference against the mean of modulated mask. It is observed from the two plots that (1) the offsets
that deviate much from the optical flow have the smallest mask values, and (2) when the number of offsets is large, a significant
proportion of the masks has small values (≈ 0).
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Figure 18: Visualization of offsets and masks. The offsets that are signifiantly different to the optical flow have a relatively
small attention in masks.
Optical Flow
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Output w/ Loss
<latexit sha1_base64="c50 3DWrHEVag4G9zsF2/4ER/DCw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV 62vqLhyM1gEVzGRgnZXcONCsIJ9QBvKZDpph04mYeZGLaHgr 7hxoYhbv8Odf+P0Ifg8cOFwzr3ce0+QCK7Bdd+t3Nz8wuJSfr mwsrq2vmFvbtV1nCrKajQWsWoGRDPBJasBB8GaiWIkCgRrBI PTsd+4ZkrzWF7BMGF+RHqSh5wSMFLH3mkDu4XsIoUkBXxziM 9jrUcdu+g65bJrgH8Tz3EnKKIZqh37rd2NaRoxCVQQrVuem4C fEQWcCjYqtFPNEkIHpMdahkoSMe1nk/NHeN8oXRzGypQEPFG /TmQk0noYBaYzItDXP72x+JfXSiE88TMuzWtM0umiMBUYYjz OAne5YhTE0BBCFTe3YtonilAwiRVMCJ+f4v9J/cjxXMe7LBUr pVkcebSL9tAB8tAxqqAzVEU1RFGG7tEjerLurAfr2XqZtuas 2cw2+gbr9QOV8pXW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c50 3DWrHEVag4G9zsF2/4ER/DCw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV 62vqLhyM1gEVzGRgnZXcONCsIJ9QBvKZDpph04mYeZGLaHgr 7hxoYhbv8Odf+P0Ifg8cOFwzr3ce0+QCK7Bdd+t3Nz8wuJSfr mwsrq2vmFvbtV1nCrKajQWsWoGRDPBJasBB8GaiWIkCgRrBI PTsd+4ZkrzWF7BMGF+RHqSh5wSMFLH3mkDu4XsIoUkBXxziM 9jrUcdu+g65bJrgH8Tz3EnKKIZqh37rd2NaRoxCVQQrVuem4C fEQWcCjYqtFPNEkIHpMdahkoSMe1nk/NHeN8oXRzGypQEPFG /TmQk0noYBaYzItDXP72x+JfXSiE88TMuzWtM0umiMBUYYjz OAne5YhTE0BBCFTe3YtonilAwiRVMCJ+f4v9J/cjxXMe7LBUr pVkcebSL9tAB8tAxqqAzVEU1RFGG7tEjerLurAfr2XqZtuas 2cw2+gbr9QOV8pXW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c50 3DWrHEVag4G9zsF2/4ER/DCw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV 62vqLhyM1gEVzGRgnZXcONCsIJ9QBvKZDpph04mYeZGLaHgr 7hxoYhbv8Odf+P0Ifg8cOFwzr3ce0+QCK7Bdd+t3Nz8wuJSfr mwsrq2vmFvbtV1nCrKajQWsWoGRDPBJasBB8GaiWIkCgRrBI PTsd+4ZkrzWF7BMGF+RHqSh5wSMFLH3mkDu4XsIoUkBXxziM 9jrUcdu+g65bJrgH8Tz3EnKKIZqh37rd2NaRoxCVQQrVuem4C fEQWcCjYqtFPNEkIHpMdahkoSMe1nk/NHeN8oXRzGypQEPFG /TmQk0noYBaYzItDXP72x+JfXSiE88TMuzWtM0umiMBUYYjz OAne5YhTE0BBCFTe3YtonilAwiRVMCJ+f4v9J/cjxXMe7LBUr pVkcebSL9tAB8tAxqqAzVEU1RFGG7tEjerLurAfr2XqZtuas 2cw2+gbr9QOV8pXW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c50 3DWrHEVag4G9zsF2/4ER/DCw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV 62vqLhyM1gEVzGRgnZXcONCsIJ9QBvKZDpph04mYeZGLaHgr 7hxoYhbv8Odf+P0Ifg8cOFwzr3ce0+QCK7Bdd+t3Nz8wuJSfr mwsrq2vmFvbtV1nCrKajQWsWoGRDPBJasBB8GaiWIkCgRrBI PTsd+4ZkrzWF7BMGF+RHqSh5wSMFLH3mkDu4XsIoUkBXxziM 9jrUcdu+g65bJrgH8Tz3EnKKIZqh37rd2NaRoxCVQQrVuem4C fEQWcCjYqtFPNEkIHpMdahkoSMe1nk/NHeN8oXRzGypQEPFG /TmQk0noYBaYzItDXP72x+JfXSiE88TMuzWtM0umiMBUYYjz OAne5YhTE0BBCFTe3YtonilAwiRVMCJ+f4v9J/cjxXMe7LBUr pVkcebSL9tAB8tAxqqAzVEU1RFGG7tEjerLurAfr2XqZtuas 2cw2+gbr9QOV8pXW</latexit>
GT
<latexit sha1_base64="hjsqSGIrg5RSOLeWUp7JJn4lJ9U =">AAAB8HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmYkoLkFPOgxQhYlGUJPp5M06Z4ZumvEMOQrvHhQxKuf482/sbMIrg8KHu9VU VUvTKQw6HnvTm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t4p7u41TZxqxhsslrG+DqnhUkS8gQIlv040pyqUvBWOzqd+65ZrI+KojuOEB4oOItEXjK KVbjrI7zC7qE+6xZLnViqeBflNfNeboQQL1LrFt04vZqniETJJjWn7XoJBRjUKJvmk0EkNTygb0QFvWxpRxU2QzQ6ekCOr9Eg /1rYiJDP160RGlTFjFdpORXFofnpT8S+vnWL/LMhElKTIIzZf1E8lwZhMvyc9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYMbUYFG8Lnp+R/0jx xfc/1r8qlankRRx4O4BCOwYdTqMIl1KABDBTcwyM8Odp5cJ6dl3lrzlnM7MM3OK8fTiyQsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hjsqSGIrg5RSOLeWUp7JJn4lJ9U =">AAAB8HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmYkoLkFPOgxQhYlGUJPp5M06Z4ZumvEMOQrvHhQxKuf482/sbMIrg8KHu9VU VUvTKQw6HnvTm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t4p7u41TZxqxhsslrG+DqnhUkS8gQIlv040pyqUvBWOzqd+65ZrI+KojuOEB4oOItEXjK KVbjrI7zC7qE+6xZLnViqeBflNfNeboQQL1LrFt04vZqniETJJjWn7XoJBRjUKJvmk0EkNTygb0QFvWxpRxU2QzQ6ekCOr9Eg /1rYiJDP160RGlTFjFdpORXFofnpT8S+vnWL/LMhElKTIIzZf1E8lwZhMvyc9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYMbUYFG8Lnp+R/0jx xfc/1r8qlankRRx4O4BCOwYdTqMIl1KABDBTcwyM8Odp5cJ6dl3lrzlnM7MM3OK8fTiyQsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hjsqSGIrg5RSOLeWUp7JJn4lJ9U =">AAAB8HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmYkoLkFPOgxQhYlGUJPp5M06Z4ZumvEMOQrvHhQxKuf482/sbMIrg8KHu9VU VUvTKQw6HnvTm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t4p7u41TZxqxhsslrG+DqnhUkS8gQIlv040pyqUvBWOzqd+65ZrI+KojuOEB4oOItEXjK KVbjrI7zC7qE+6xZLnViqeBflNfNeboQQL1LrFt04vZqniETJJjWn7XoJBRjUKJvmk0EkNTygb0QFvWxpRxU2QzQ6ekCOr9Eg /1rYiJDP160RGlTFjFdpORXFofnpT8S+vnWL/LMhElKTIIzZf1E8lwZhMvyc9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYMbUYFG8Lnp+R/0jx xfc/1r8qlankRRx4O4BCOwYdTqMIl1KABDBTcwyM8Odp5cJ6dl3lrzlnM7MM3OK8fTiyQsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hjsqSGIrg5RSOLeWUp7JJn4lJ9U =">AAAB8HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmYkoLkFPOgxQhYlGUJPp5M06Z4ZumvEMOQrvHhQxKuf482/sbMIrg8KHu9VU VUvTKQw6HnvTm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t4p7u41TZxqxhsslrG+DqnhUkS8gQIlv040pyqUvBWOzqd+65ZrI+KojuOEB4oOItEXjK KVbjrI7zC7qE+6xZLnViqeBflNfNeboQQL1LrFt04vZqniETJJjWn7XoJBRjUKJvmk0EkNTygb0QFvWxpRxU2QzQ6ekCOr9Eg /1rYiJDP160RGlTFjFdpORXFofnpT8S+vnWL/LMhElKTIIzZf1E8lwZhMvyc9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYMbUYFG8Lnp+R/0jx xfc/1r8qlankRRx4O4BCOwYdTqMIl1KABDBTcwyM8Odp5cJ6dl3lrzlnM7MM3OK8fTiyQsA==</latexit>
Optical Flow
<latexit sha1_base64="S/NECqSdEv8Y8oRbii4basSQ+Ek =">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBIvgqsyIoMuCIO6sYB/QDiWTZtrQTDIkd9Qy1F9x40IRt36IO//GtJ2Fth64cDjn3u TeEyaCG/C8b6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zuufsHTaNSTVmDKqF0OySGCS5ZAzgI1k40I3EoWCscXU791j3Thit5B+OEBTEZSB5xSsB KPbfcBfYI2U0CVhL4SqiHSc+teFVvBrxM/JxUUI56z/3q9hVNYyaBCmJMx/cSCDKi7aOCTUrd1LCE0BEZsI6lksTMBNls+Qk+ tkofR0rbkoBn6u+JjMTGjOPQdsYEhmbRm4r/eZ0Uoosg4zJJgUk6/yhKBQaFp0ngPteMghhbQqjmdldMh0QTCjavkg3BXzx5m TRPq75X9W/PKrWzPI4iOkRH6AT56BzV0DWqowaiaIye0St6c56cF+fd+Zi3Fpx8poz+wPn8AQ3TlPg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S/NECqSdEv8Y8oRbii4basSQ+Ek =">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBIvgqsyIoMuCIO6sYB/QDiWTZtrQTDIkd9Qy1F9x40IRt36IO//GtJ2Fth64cDjn3u TeEyaCG/C8b6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zuufsHTaNSTVmDKqF0OySGCS5ZAzgI1k40I3EoWCscXU791j3Thit5B+OEBTEZSB5xSsB KPbfcBfYI2U0CVhL4SqiHSc+teFVvBrxM/JxUUI56z/3q9hVNYyaBCmJMx/cSCDKi7aOCTUrd1LCE0BEZsI6lksTMBNls+Qk+ tkofR0rbkoBn6u+JjMTGjOPQdsYEhmbRm4r/eZ0Uoosg4zJJgUk6/yhKBQaFp0ngPteMghhbQqjmdldMh0QTCjavkg3BXzx5m TRPq75X9W/PKrWzPI4iOkRH6AT56BzV0DWqowaiaIye0St6c56cF+fd+Zi3Fpx8poz+wPn8AQ3TlPg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S/NECqSdEv8Y8oRbii4basSQ+Ek =">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBIvgqsyIoMuCIO6sYB/QDiWTZtrQTDIkd9Qy1F9x40IRt36IO//GtJ2Fth64cDjn3u TeEyaCG/C8b6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zuufsHTaNSTVmDKqF0OySGCS5ZAzgI1k40I3EoWCscXU791j3Thit5B+OEBTEZSB5xSsB KPbfcBfYI2U0CVhL4SqiHSc+teFVvBrxM/JxUUI56z/3q9hVNYyaBCmJMx/cSCDKi7aOCTUrd1LCE0BEZsI6lksTMBNls+Qk+ tkofR0rbkoBn6u+JjMTGjOPQdsYEhmbRm4r/eZ0Uoosg4zJJgUk6/yhKBQaFp0ngPteMghhbQqjmdldMh0QTCjavkg3BXzx5m TRPq75X9W/PKrWzPI4iOkRH6AT56BzV0DWqowaiaIye0St6c56cF+fd+Zi3Fpx8poz+wPn8AQ3TlPg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S/NECqSdEv8Y8oRbii4basSQ+Ek =">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBIvgqsyIoMuCIO6sYB/QDiWTZtrQTDIkd9Qy1F9x40IRt36IO//GtJ2Fth64cDjn3u TeEyaCG/C8b6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zuufsHTaNSTVmDKqF0OySGCS5ZAzgI1k40I3EoWCscXU791j3Thit5B+OEBTEZSB5xSsB KPbfcBfYI2U0CVhL4SqiHSc+teFVvBrxM/JxUUI56z/3q9hVNYyaBCmJMx/cSCDKi7aOCTUrd1LCE0BEZsI6lksTMBNls+Qk+ tkofR0rbkoBn6u+JjMTGjOPQdsYEhmbRm4r/eZ0Uoosg4zJJgUk6/yhKBQaFp0ngPteMghhbQqjmdldMh0QTCjavkg3BXzx5m TRPq75X9W/PKrWzPI4iOkRH6AT56BzV0DWqowaiaIye0St6c56cF+fd+Zi3Fpx8poz+wPn8AQ3TlPg=</latexit>
Learned O↵sets w/ Loss
<latexit sha1_base64="/U3 ExB2yUwKA+9AbYmCHNaFji2Y=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW 4zbqEdBGoPgKc5IQI8BLx4CRjALJCH0dGq0SU/P0F2jhiE3L/ 6KFw+KePUXvPk3dpaD24OCx3tVVNULEikMet6nk5ubX1hcyi 8XVlbX1jfcza2GiVPNoc5jGetWwAxIoaCOAiW0Eg0sCiQ0g8H p2G/egDYiVpc4TKAbsSslQsEZWqnn7nYQ7jCrAtMK+vQ8DA2 gobeHtBobM+q5Ra/kTUD/En9GimSGWs/96PRjnkagkEtmTNv 3EuxmTKPgEkaFTmogYXzArqBtqWIRmG42+WNE963Sp2GsbSmk E/X7RMYiY4ZRYDsjhtfmtzcW//PaKYYn3UyoJEVQfLooTCXF mI5DoX2hgaMcWsK4FvZWyq+ZZhxtdAUbgv/75b+kcVTyvZJ/U S5WyrM48mSH7JED4pNjUiFnpEbqhJN78kieyYvz4Dw5r87bt DXnzGa2yQ8471+tX5ke</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/U3 ExB2yUwKA+9AbYmCHNaFji2Y=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW 4zbqEdBGoPgKc5IQI8BLx4CRjALJCH0dGq0SU/P0F2jhiE3L/ 6KFw+KePUXvPk3dpaD24OCx3tVVNULEikMet6nk5ubX1hcyi 8XVlbX1jfcza2GiVPNoc5jGetWwAxIoaCOAiW0Eg0sCiQ0g8H p2G/egDYiVpc4TKAbsSslQsEZWqnn7nYQ7jCrAtMK+vQ8DA2 gobeHtBobM+q5Ra/kTUD/En9GimSGWs/96PRjnkagkEtmTNv 3EuxmTKPgEkaFTmogYXzArqBtqWIRmG42+WNE963Sp2GsbSmk E/X7RMYiY4ZRYDsjhtfmtzcW//PaKYYn3UyoJEVQfLooTCXF mI5DoX2hgaMcWsK4FvZWyq+ZZhxtdAUbgv/75b+kcVTyvZJ/U S5WyrM48mSH7JED4pNjUiFnpEbqhJN78kieyYvz4Dw5r87bt DXnzGa2yQ8471+tX5ke</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/U3 ExB2yUwKA+9AbYmCHNaFji2Y=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW 4zbqEdBGoPgKc5IQI8BLx4CRjALJCH0dGq0SU/P0F2jhiE3L/ 6KFw+KePUXvPk3dpaD24OCx3tVVNULEikMet6nk5ubX1hcyi 8XVlbX1jfcza2GiVPNoc5jGetWwAxIoaCOAiW0Eg0sCiQ0g8H p2G/egDYiVpc4TKAbsSslQsEZWqnn7nYQ7jCrAtMK+vQ8DA2 gobeHtBobM+q5Ra/kTUD/En9GimSGWs/96PRjnkagkEtmTNv 3EuxmTKPgEkaFTmogYXzArqBtqWIRmG42+WNE963Sp2GsbSmk E/X7RMYiY4ZRYDsjhtfmtzcW//PaKYYn3UyoJEVQfLooTCXF mI5DoX2hgaMcWsK4FvZWyq+ZZhxtdAUbgv/75b+kcVTyvZJ/U S5WyrM48mSH7JED4pNjUiFnpEbqhJN78kieyYvz4Dw5r87bt DXnzGa2yQ8471+tX5ke</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/U3 ExB2yUwKA+9AbYmCHNaFji2Y=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW 4zbqEdBGoPgKc5IQI8BLx4CRjALJCH0dGq0SU/P0F2jhiE3L/ 6KFw+KePUXvPk3dpaD24OCx3tVVNULEikMet6nk5ubX1hcyi 8XVlbX1jfcza2GiVPNoc5jGetWwAxIoaCOAiW0Eg0sCiQ0g8H p2G/egDYiVpc4TKAbsSslQsEZWqnn7nYQ7jCrAtMK+vQ8DA2 gobeHtBobM+q5Ra/kTUD/En9GimSGWs/96PRjnkagkEtmTNv 3EuxmTKPgEkaFTmogYXzArqBtqWIRmG42+WNE963Sp2GsbSmk E/X7RMYiY4ZRYDsjhtfmtzcW//PaKYYn3UyoJEVQfLooTCXF mI5DoX2hgaMcWsK4FvZWyq+ZZhxtdAUbgv/75b+kcVTyvZJ/U S5WyrM48mSH7JED4pNjUiFnpEbqhJN78kieyYvz4Dw5r87bt DXnzGa2yQ8471+tX5ke</latexit>
Output w/o Loss
<latexit sha1_base64="aMO iFtPIS/pln7fNxcdqMhu2ndc=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ34r PUVFdy4GSyCq5hIQbsruHEhWME+oA1lMp20QyeZMHOjltiFv+ LGhSJu/Q13/o3Th+DzwIXDOfdy7z1BIrgG1323Zmbn5hcWc0 v55ZXVtXV7Y7OmZaooq1IppGoERDPBY1YFDoI1EsVIFAhWD/o nI79+xZTmMr6EQcL8iHRjHnJKwEhte7sF7Aay8xSSFPD1gcR nUuth2y64TqnkGuDfxHPcMQpoikrbfmt1JE0jFgMVROum5yb gZ0QBp4IN861Us4TQPumypqExiZj2s/H9Q7xnlA4OpTIVAx6r XycyEmk9iALTGRHo6Z/eSPzLa6YQHvsZj81vLKaTRWEqMEg8 CgN3uGIUxMAQQhU3t2LaI4pQMJHlTQifn+L/Se3Q8VzHuygWy sVpHDm0g3bRPvLQESqjU1RBVUTRLbpHj+jJurMerGfrZdI6Y 01nttA3WK8fa/WWTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aMO iFtPIS/pln7fNxcdqMhu2ndc=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ34r PUVFdy4GSyCq5hIQbsruHEhWME+oA1lMp20QyeZMHOjltiFv+ LGhSJu/Q13/o3Th+DzwIXDOfdy7z1BIrgG1323Zmbn5hcWc0 v55ZXVtXV7Y7OmZaooq1IppGoERDPBY1YFDoI1EsVIFAhWD/o nI79+xZTmMr6EQcL8iHRjHnJKwEhte7sF7Aay8xSSFPD1gcR nUuth2y64TqnkGuDfxHPcMQpoikrbfmt1JE0jFgMVROum5yb gZ0QBp4IN861Us4TQPumypqExiZj2s/H9Q7xnlA4OpTIVAx6r XycyEmk9iALTGRHo6Z/eSPzLa6YQHvsZj81vLKaTRWEqMEg8 CgN3uGIUxMAQQhU3t2LaI4pQMJHlTQifn+L/Se3Q8VzHuygWy sVpHDm0g3bRPvLQESqjU1RBVUTRLbpHj+jJurMerGfrZdI6Y 01nttA3WK8fa/WWTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aMO iFtPIS/pln7fNxcdqMhu2ndc=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ34r PUVFdy4GSyCq5hIQbsruHEhWME+oA1lMp20QyeZMHOjltiFv+ LGhSJu/Q13/o3Th+DzwIXDOfdy7z1BIrgG1323Zmbn5hcWc0 v55ZXVtXV7Y7OmZaooq1IppGoERDPBY1YFDoI1EsVIFAhWD/o nI79+xZTmMr6EQcL8iHRjHnJKwEhte7sF7Aay8xSSFPD1gcR nUuth2y64TqnkGuDfxHPcMQpoikrbfmt1JE0jFgMVROum5yb gZ0QBp4IN861Us4TQPumypqExiZj2s/H9Q7xnlA4OpTIVAx6r XycyEmk9iALTGRHo6Z/eSPzLa6YQHvsZj81vLKaTRWEqMEg8 CgN3uGIUxMAQQhU3t2LaI4pQMJHlTQifn+L/Se3Q8VzHuygWy sVpHDm0g3bRPvLQESqjU1RBVUTRLbpHj+jJurMerGfrZdI6Y 01nttA3WK8fa/WWTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aMO iFtPIS/pln7fNxcdqMhu2ndc=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ34r PUVFdy4GSyCq5hIQbsruHEhWME+oA1lMp20QyeZMHOjltiFv+ LGhSJu/Q13/o3Th+DzwIXDOfdy7z1BIrgG1323Zmbn5hcWc0 v55ZXVtXV7Y7OmZaooq1IppGoERDPBY1YFDoI1EsVIFAhWD/o nI79+xZTmMr6EQcL8iHRjHnJKwEhte7sF7Aay8xSSFPD1gcR nUuth2y64TqnkGuDfxHPcMQpoikrbfmt1JE0jFgMVROum5yb gZ0QBp4IN861Us4TQPumypqExiZj2s/H9Q7xnlA4OpTIVAx6r XycyEmk9iALTGRHo6Z/eSPzLa6YQHvsZj81vLKaTRWEqMEg8 CgN3uGIUxMAQQhU3t2LaI4pQMJHlTQifn+L/Se3Q8VzHuygWy sVpHDm0g3bRPvLQESqjU1RBVUTRLbpHj+jJurMerGfrZdI6Y 01nttA3WK8fa/WWTw==</latexit>
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Figure 19: The results trained with and without offset-fidelity loss. Without our loss, the overflow of offsets essentially turns
EDVR into a single image SR model (The overflowed offsets are not shown). In contrast, our loss successfully stabilizes the
training, yielding more interpretable offsets and better output quality
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